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well i really dont know?
hmmmm...?
i put it under gothic cuz it seemed dark to me...
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0 - The Abscence

Hate is only a feeling
It will swallow you whole
Does it start in your heart
and end in your soul?
or is it a leach feed off your own
heart, slowly eating it away
Hate is the one thing that leaves us heartless
Does hate start in your heart?
Do you love with your soul?
Hate is the abscence of love
Hate controls all who listen
you heart burns, your tears sting,
you tighten up as if pulled by strings.
Strings of the past, strings of your persent, and your future.
hate leaves no servivers
no prisoners
no one to love
if hate is so cold, then why does it inngulf us with fire.
hate will kill, its may die, it will eat your soul.
and we all die.

when you see hate do you see it as an emotion?
hate is nothing. We cant see it.
It starts with one thing then grows into a
snarled vine, with thorns that cut deap.
Hate may lead to death.
Maybe your own, or 20000 people.
hate is nothing to be proud of it only hurts the ones around you, for hate is nothing. It starts in you heart
and swallows you whole.

ps: this is not the best one.. >.> should have tried harder... -.-



1 - hate's ...

onw great man said that.
hate is the absence of love.
but what if love was the absence of hate?
hate we can not touch
we can not smell
hate is only to be feared
hate is the one that kills without knowing right or wrong
love, hate,
hate, love
we cant all get along?
if hate is so powerful
it should have its own down fall right?
if you hate someone you hate apart of them thats inside you
hate is the absence of love
but if love is the absence of hate...
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